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Buying a property in Italy is a big decision which involves a lot of 
research to answer all those questions you have. Langhe Property has 
more than 16 years experience helping buyers from outside of Italy buy 
homes in this beautiful part of the world.

We're certain this guide will help you get started and assure you that 
purchasing a home can be done with the minimum fuss and problems.

There are 3 principle areas in Piedmont that people buy homes in:
      Langhe      Langhe
      Roero
      Monferrato

The Langhe
ProbablyProbably the most sort-after area so prices are higher than Roero and 
Monferrato, especially in the towns that produce Barolo wine such as 
Barolo, Monforte d’Alba, Serralunga, Castiglione Falletto and La Morra. 
These towns are closer to Alba, the principal town of the Langhe.

FurtherFurther south is the Alta-Langa. So called because it has a higher 
elevation. It produces great Alta Langhe (champagne method) wines 
and is big on for hazelnut production. Some parts feel very isolated but 
it has some real hidden gems. We only take on houses in these great 
places.

The Roero
AA great wine producing area that has some great towns. Bra, Canale, 
Monteu Roero, Govone, Montà are all great places to live close to. The 
landscapes are beautiful, it’s in easy reach of Torino (Turin) and has 
great restaurants, wineries and landscapes.

The Monferrato
ThisThis is a big area and has the principal cities of Nizza Monferatto, 
Canelli and Asti. Asti is a nice city and it’s never a bad thing to check out 
this area as there are some great places to be discovered. There are 
some real hidden gems here..

KeepKeep in mind that there aren’t huge distances between these areas. 
For example, Asti is 25 minutes drive from Alba! Nizza is only 45 
minutes drive from Barolo and Barbaresco. It’s often possible to get a 
lot more for your money if you move away from the Alba wine area.
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      get finances in place – we can recommend a mortgage consultant

      do an online consultancy with us, tour & coming view houses

      make an offer & have the house checked

      arrange money transfer through a specialist company

      sign the preliminary contract, pay the deposit & agent’s commission

      suggest a date you wish to finalise the sale

      open an Italian bank account      open an Italian bank account

      transfer funds to pay for the house, purchase taxes & notary

      come sign the deeds

      move into your new home in Italy!

Finances
TTo avoid disappointment and wasting time it may be worth getting 
finances in place before you visit, especially if you’re going to finance 
with a mortgage. More about mortgages later!

Viewing property 
BeingBeing a consultancy allow us to work with many agencies so even if you 
don’t see what you’re looking for on our website and you find something 
with an agency there’s a good chance we can still help. See the 
‘Property Services’ section on our website for more information.

We can get houses and arrange discussions with owners or agents of 
any houses you might find

WWe love the area that we have chosen to live in. We aren’t cold, hard 
sales people like the big flashy agencies. We’re passionate about what 
we do and love helping others build their dream here.

*Be sure to arrange an online consultancy before you come. You won’t regret it.

If you don’t already have it we recommend getting the smartphone app - 
Whatsapp. It’s great for staying in touch, making calls and sending GPS 
directions during your visit here. 
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Now you’ve found your dream home it would be good to have it 
checked. In Italy there aren’t such things as surveyors that check every 
detail of the house. You’ll need the services of a builder that 
understands local building methods or you could employ the services of 
a geometra (architect) or engineer.

WWe work with the same trusted people we’ve worked with for years so 
can help with arranging this. Do not buy a house without help. Laws are 
much stricter in recent years so you need to know everything has been 
done correctly.

Once you’ve found a house you like, you need to make an offer. We can 
help with the negotiation. An agent makes more money the higher the 
sale price so it’s good to have someone that wil be 100% on your side.

OkaOkay, you’ve put in an offer and the owner accepts. The sale starts with 
a preliminary contract – the compromesso. This is a straight-forward 
contract. If the agent or seller doesn’t provide an English version we can 
do this for you.
 

OnceOnce signed, the compromesso binds both you and the seller to the 
sale. At this stage you need to pay a deposit (caparra) – this is usually 
10% of the sale price of the house. This you pay directly to the owner of 
the property.

PullPull out after signing and paying the deposit and you lose your deposit. 
If the owner pulls out they have to pay you double the deposit. The 
compromesso can be arranged within 7-14 days. You don’t have to be 
present for the signing of the compromesso - it can be done by 
registered post. 

AA geometra can be assigned to check the land registry and the building 
permissions the property has. This is the responsibility of the 
owner/seller and paid for by them.

At the same time the deposit is paid the agent’s commission is usually 
paid.
              
AtAt this point a date can be set for the deed signing. The time between 
the compromesso and the signing of the deeds can be decided by you 
and the owner - typically it’s 8 weeks but can usually be set for a longer 
or shorter period. 

*We’ve seen many people over the years buy alone and it’s always far more costly 
than buying with expert advise.
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The final deed is drawn up by the Notary (Notaio). The notary is a 
lawyer, a public official. A notary has to witness a deed of sale for it to be 
registered with the land registry. We can recommend a very good 
English-speaking notary.

HeHe or she will also make many checks: that the house is free of 
mortgages, that the property complies with planning rules (that nothing 
has been built illegally), that the due tax is paid, that the house is owned 
by the people that are selling it, etc. We always use the same notaries 
we trust and that do not overcharge. These are trusted solicitors that are 
thorough in their work. 

TheThe buyer, seller and estate agent need to be present for the signing at 
the notary’s office. The process lasts around an hour (two hours if you 
have a mortgage). You can visit the bank just before to get cheques to 
pay for the property, the notary and the property tax. All these things will 
be paid at the same moment.

Note:Note: You must have an Italian bank account. The deposit can be paid 
from a bank outside of Italy but the balance must be paid from an Italian 
bank. 

You now own a home in Italy! The whole process from viewing to owning 
can take as little as 8 weeks. If you use our consultancy service we can 
be there every step of the way.
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WHAT WILL IT 
COST? 

1. Tax on the property (registry tax) 
This is calculated on the Land Registry value of the property which is 
usually half or less of the value you pay for the property . 

If it’s going to be your only home in Italy and you have or will get Italian 
residency with 18 months (prima casa) - 2% 

IfIf it’s going to be your 2nd home in Italy or you wont get residency 
(seconda casa) - 9% 

We can get an estimate of costs way before the sale. Expect around 
6-7% on top of the sale price to cover all fees. 

2. Notary’s fee 
Usually around €2,000. We can get a close estimate well before the 
sale. 

3. Estate3. Estate Agent’s fees 
The agent’s fee is paid at the same time the deposit is paid. The fee is 
3-5% based on the sale price of the house.

Note: Total costs are usually around 10-12% of the purchase price.

We can recommend an excellent English-speaking mortgage 
consultant here in Italy. He will help with the whole process of getting a 
mortgage. 

YYou can save thousands on your new property by getting the best 
exchange rate. We can recommend a service.

You will need to open a bank account and you will need your tax code 
(Codice Fiscale), We can help you with this. You have to be here for the 
bank but you can get your tax code at your local Italian consulate. 

ItaliansItalians don’t use solicitors when buying homes, other than using a 
notary. The only time you may need a solicitor is for advising on tax 
implications. You don’t need to spend out on a lawyer that will only get 
his information from the notary and geometra. It’s only a great way to 
waste money.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

Why should I use Langhe Property? 
We have considerable success and we know this is due to many things including efficient 
working. Our consultancy services can help you through every step of the way, even before you 
get here.

It’s really important you have someone on your side. You’ll probably need some advice even a 
long time after buying, so don’t go it alone.

Do you have more properties than on your Do you have more properties than on your Website? 
Yes. We work with many agents and can always approach those we don’t already know. Please 
let us know what you are looking for and we’ll find it. If you’ve found something with another 
agency we probably can still help. Get in touch!
 
How much real estate commission will I have to pay? 
3.5 to 5% of the sale price of the house. This is paid on the first contract and is non-negotiable.

Is buying a house difficult? Is buying a house difficult? 
No. Make a check-list of all you have to do and keep asking questions. 

Can I pay a deposit and put off buying the house a few months? 
Yes, but it really depends on the seller. We can always ask. 2-3 months is normal – 12 months 
is sometimes possible if you need the extra time.

Do I have to be present for the signing of the property deeds? 
No,No, you don’t have to be but you would have to go to the Italian Consult in your country to set 
up a power of attorney. The notary here in Italy helps with this. It can cost around €2,000.

Can you set up a bank account for me? 
You must be here in person to do that. 

Can you get a codice fiscale for me? 
You must have a tax code (Codice Fiscale). You need to be here in person to get it or from your 
local Italian consulate. We can help if you’re buying a property with us.

Do I need a solicitor? Do I need a solicitor? 
Yes, you must have the notary - he or she does everything. Other than this you don’t need a 
‘specialist’ solicitor, they just make things much more difficult, usually ruin the sale, and get their 
information from the agent and notary anyway.



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

Can you recommend builders?
Yes, we can recommend an excellent building team to oversee and do anything you want.

Can I get the 2021 Super Bonus of 110% from the government for eco-friendly works?
Yes, it might be possible. We can recommend an expert to oversee this for you.

Are there international schools in the area?
Yes, there’s an international school in Alba.

WhatWhat’s the internet access like in the area?
Mostly excellent. We personally have an antenna on our rooftop with a router and SIM card. It 
works well and isn’t expensive.

Is the area a good place to smart work? 
Oh yes! 

Can you help with buying a car? 
YYes, no matter what you want. If you don’t have residency technically you cannot own a car 
here. There is an alternative. We can recommend a dealership in the area that can arrange  a 
long-term rental agreement so you own the car but it stays in their name. It’s very safe and is 
with a very reputable brand. They can get you any car you want. We cna also help with importing 
cars.



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

Can I get a mortgage in Italy? 
Yes, we can recommend an excellent English-speaking consultant here in Italy. 

If I buy a property with vineyards or hazelnut orchards, can you arrange for a farmer to 
take care of them?
Yes. 

Can I get house insurance? 
YYes. We can recommend a company for this. 

If I buy a property as a holiday home can you arrange for someone to care for it?
Yes, we also do property management.

Do I have to worry about the house being broken into when I’m not there? 
Crime is very low in the countryside areas, but a good level of security is normal here. 

Do the locals mind foreigners moving into their region? 
They love the idea of ‘new blood’ and are always very helpful and welcoming. 

Is there good vacation rental potential in the Langhe, Roero and Monferrato? Is there good vacation rental potential in the Langhe, Roero and Monferrato? 
Yes, the season is very long – around May to November. There’s a particular need for 
self-catering accommodation and entire houses for rent.

What’s the weather like in Piedmont? 
Excellent. The winters are mild but not the same humidity as in north Europe. The warm weather 
starts around April (15C), May around 20C, June – August 28-35C, September and October are 
very pleasant. 

What is the voltage of home electricity? What is the voltage of home electricity? 
220 volts, as in the rest of Europe.

Is there a form of property tax? 
Yes, it’s called L’IMU. It depends on the size of the house and land but expect to typically pay 
€500/yr. If you have residency (prima casa) you don’t pay anything.

What other yearly costs are there? 
ApartApart for electricity and maybe gas there is the rubbish collection tax (garbage) – expect around 
€300/yr, TV licence is €100/yr, water around €200/yr.
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